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Whip Care 
 

1. Always wipe your whip with a soft cloth after each use, especially in 
wet weather. 

2. About once a month give the whip a thorough rubbing with a good 
quality leather dressing, rub in well and leave overnight. Wipe off any 
excess in the morning. We suggest a soft cream type leather 
conditioner.  

3. Give the fall extra attention as it is the working end of the whip so is the 
part designed to get damaged. The fall will get hard and dry with use. 
This is meant to happen. To prolong its life we suggest you use olive oil 
each time the fall gets wet which will stop it getting hard and prevent 
breaking. 

4. Do not use any leather dressing on the cracker as it does not need it. 

5. Never put your whip in front of a fire or a heater to dry it - this will cause 
damage to the leather. 

6. If your whip gets wet, wipe dry with a soft cloth and give it a good 
rubbing with leather dressing. 

7. Do not put leather dressing on the handle as this will make it slippery 
and dangerous and it may slip out of your hand when in use. 

8. Do not roll your whip into a small loop as this will make it loose and 
hard to crack - roll your whip into one loop and use the fall to tie to the 
handle. 

 

Whip Safety 
 

1. Always make sure that no one is near you when you are cracking your 
whip. 

2. Never crack your whip at someone as it can cut skin or break bones. 
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Note: The whip makes the crack sound because the small piece of nylon 

cracker breaks the sound barrier. The crack sound is a small sonic boom just 
like a jet plane going through the sound barrier but on a much smaller scale. 

So always be carful when using your whip. 

 

If you require any further information please feel free to contact me at 

contact@warwickwhips.com 

 


